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Let your apps do ALL THE WORK!â˜†â˜…â˜† Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited NOW
â˜†â˜…â˜† How would you like to be a TRULY skilled programmer? Ever wondered how Search
Engines work? How can MILLIONS of people log on to an Online Game - within a few seconds?
Creating Good Algorithms will be one of the most POWERFUL aspects of Programming. If done
properly, sit back and watch your programs and apps do miraculous things.And the best news?
Itâ€™s not that complicated after all Does it require THAT much advanced math? NO!And are you
paying THOUSANDS of dollars just to learn this information? NO!Hundreds? Not even close. For
less than the price of a good cup of coffee, Download your copy today! Within this book's pages,
you'll find GREAT coding skills to learn - and more. Just some of the questions and topics include: How good is your algorithm? Analysis for Efficiency- Using C++ in its potential. (other books
donâ€™t teach you this wayâ€¦) - How do you organize your data? Choosing the Right Data
Structuresâ€¦- Choosing the PROPER Algorithm for your program design (other books donâ€™t
teach you thisâ€¦)- REAL coding workshops to test your new skills... and Much, much
more!World-Class TrainingThis book breaks your training down into easy-to-understand modules. It
starts from the very essentials of algorithms and program procedures, so you can write great code
- even as a beginner! Scroll to the top and select the "BUY" button for instant download. Youâ€™ll
be happy you did!
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The book is designed for a introduction to data structures and algorithm analysis but nothing more.
The college that I attend uses only the basic containers but requires the student to hard code linked
lists and the more advanced data structures.I have extensively studied the book of Algorithms,
which I really like, however, this book is much better at teaching the fundamentals of the very topics
and has better figures although the book is more in-depth and has more topics covered, and more
academic. If you are looking at more implementation of the DSA with some in-depth theory, this
book is more useful.

In my few attempts to learn C ++ i got very confused so I thought it would be impossible to learn it
completely. I am a fan of Java and never thought I would say that some other programming
language could beat it ... until I read this book and started (again) to practice with C ++.This guide is
very simple and I dont mean that C ++ is simple as the infinite number of algorithms use in it. I mean
that the author has succeeded in writting this book in a simple and very easy way to learn.Now I
understand this programming language and it is not as complicated as I thought it was and it is easy
to learn if you have the perfect material. And this book is the perfect teacher for it.

This book delivers what it says on the title and more. Data Structures, Automation & Problem
Solving, w/ Programming & Design. In my opinion, the topics covered in this book are just perfect.
This book does a very good of explaining the pros and cons of each algorithm, how they're
implemented, and when they should be used. This book doesn't deal a whole lot with it. Must read
for any programmer that has to deal with data management at some point in their career.

Iâ€™ve been doing some programming as a hobby to make my time more productive. Iâ€™ve been
collecting some good references for me to better understand and expand my knowledge on
programming. This book is really good as I knew a lot of basic C++ codes and tips. Although Iâ€™ve
learned some of the coding back when I was still in college but it was only now that I appreciate
C++. Iâ€™m hoping that with this book, I can finally build my own computer program or website and
make a living out of it. I know Iâ€™m a bit late when it comes to these kind of things but Iâ€™m

optimistic that I can do it and I will do it.

This book came just right in time! I really wanted to know more and practice algorithms. This book
was a huge help. Code Well Academy has written a very important book for people like me. The
good thing about this book is that it comes with a very easy-to-understand guide. The codes written
in this book were clearly written as well. There's a lot to learn from this book. This book is definitely
worth my time. I suggest this book to those who wants to know more about algorithms. With the help
of this book, I was able to finish my school project and did it very well.

I really wanted to learn more about algorithms. Code Well Academy has done a terrific job in helping
me out to learn more about it. Each chapter of this book is packed with valuable information. I highly
suggest this book to everyone out there who wants to increase their programming skills. I read this
book about a month ago and after one month of reading this book, I am now knowledgeable about
algorithms. I can tell that the guides in this book are very effective as it worked on me perfectly. If
you want to learn more, Code Well Academy is here to help.

Best learning guide for C++ & data structure. Before reading this book, programming was just
impossible for me in my mind. Now I found it very easy as well as interesting. Algorithms and
examples given in this book are very practical, I practiced & enjoyed a lot. Now I can teach this topic
very easily. Really best one.

This is a very good book, and explains things very well, and clearly.This is a great book for
preparing you for the programming part of the programmer interview. I just wish the author asked
someone proficient in English to review it! But that is a minor issue for a technical book, I guess.
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